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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer is in the market to upgrade their infrastructure.
A key requirement is for the customer to be able to migrate to
a hybrid cloud format. Therefore 10Gb Ethernet is seen to be a
base essential and must be down on the board. Please advise
your customer as to which products would answer their needs
from the list below. (Select ALL that apply).

A. Intel @ Server
B. Intel @ Server
C. Intel @ Server
D. Intel @ Server
E. Intel @ Server
F. Intel @ Server
G. Intel @ Server
H. Intel @ Server
Answer: C,D,E,G

BoardS2600KPF
System R2208WT2YS
Board S2600CWT
System R2224WTTYS
System R1208WTTGS
System R1208WT2GS
Board S2600CWTS
Board S2600CW2S

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing an application that will transmit large
amounts of data between a client computer and a
server.
You need to ensure the validity of the data by using a
cryptographic hashing algorithm.
Which algorithm should you use?
A. HMACSHA512
B. Rfc2898DeriveBytes
C. RNGCryptoServiceProvider
D. ECDsa
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The application performance metrics the AppResponse Xpert
appliance collects are based on which of the following?
A. Retransmission delay
B. TCP turns
C. User response time
D. Server response time
Answer: B
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